TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

Wall pannels BOISERIE design R&S PIANCA
Boiserie is a system of wooden panels that has the power to add style and distinction
to any room thanks to its dual decorative and functional strengths.
Boiserie was designed to meet the tastes and requirements of all those looking for
a unique way to customise their home. It offers the possibility of creating an endless
array of arrangements and styles. The Boiserie panels can be integrated with shelves,
platforms, bedside tables, units from the People and Spazio collections, the Domino
bench and Pianca divan beds (i.e. without headboards). Very versatile in terms of
dimensions and materials, they can creatively furnish any room of the home with
their modern or classic style.
Their simple and linear basic design can be enriched by spacers in gold, bronze,
titanium or in various wood types. The panels are available in the 20 matt lacquers of
the Pianca collection, in wood (borgogna, black walnut, grey oak or natural) padded
or even with the addition of quilted accessories that have been specifically designed
for the bedroom. By adding led lights they can also offer their own, independent
lighting.
Since the panels can be made-to-measure to the centimetre reaching a maximum
width and height of 210 cm, our Boiserie system can cover any surface. For larger
areas, simply put various panels together.

CHARACTERISTICS

STRUCTURE
Boiserie are composed by wooden wall panels (C) or upholstered wall panels (B) placed next to each
other. Can be equipped with shelves, suspended modules (D), “C“ modules, bases, benches, tufted covers
(A), spacers, LED lights.
SOLID Boiserie structure made of wood particle-board panels wood veneered or lacquer on eco veneer.
Can be equipped with tufted covers (A) except when they have light at the top.
HOLLOW Boiserie structure made of wood particle-board panels with 45° joint. Wood veneered or
lacquer on eco veneer. Panels can also be supplied with supported slate.
UPHOLSTERED Boiserie 180-210 cm H can only be floor sitting. Leather and Eco-leather coverings are not
removable.
The wall panels and the shelves attached to them can be custom sized in width and height at a 10 cm
pace only.

PANELS DIMENSIONS

WOOD solid panels 5 cm D

WOOD hollow panels 5 cm D UPHOLSTERED 5 cm D

H made to measure
from 30 to 210 cm

H made to measure
from 30 to 210 cm

H made to measure
from 30 to 210 cm

W made to measure
from 30 to 210 cm

W made to measure
from 30 to 210 cm

W made to measure
from 30 to 210 cm

SLATE hollow panels
90 cm H max
W made to measure
from 30 to 180 cm

TUFTED COVERS
The tufted covers can be applied to the Boiserie wall panels thanks to a velcro strap at the back of the wall
panel. The use with wall panels with lights is not recommended.

SINGLE TUFTED COVER

DOUBLE TUFTED COVER

H 60 - 90 - 120 cm
W 90 - 100 - 120 cm

H 60 - 90 - 120 cm
W 68+68 - 76+76 - 80+80 - 90+90 - 96+96 cm

velcro
90
100
120
tufted cover
68+68
76+76
80+80
wall90+90
panels
96+96

60
90
120

60
90
120

Indication of possible use of the covers with the various mattress sizes available.
tufted cover W

mattress W

wall panels W

90 cm
100 cm
120 cm
68+68 cm
76+76 cm
80+80 cm
90+90 cm
96+96 cm

90 cm
100 cm
120 cm
137 cm
152 cm
160 cm
181 cm
193 cm

90 cm
100 cm
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140 cm
160 cm
160 cm
100+100 cm
100+100 cm
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PLATFORM BEDS*

PEOPLE wood sommier
With or without storage base

PEOPLE medium

PEOPLE upholstered sommier

PEOPLE mini

With or without storage base

VINTAGE

ORIENTE

With or without storage base

With or without storage base

IMPUNTO

PISOLO

FILO

With trundle

With or without storage base

38

BOMBAY

RIALTO

With or without storage base

With or without storage base

* For more informations about beds sizes consulting the technical file related to the product.

EQUIPMENT BASES, SHELVES, WRITING DESKS, BENCHES
BASES
CC

Bases are modular in width and they can be used as indipendent platforms or bases for modules.

floor sitting

floor sitting

wall mounted

5 cm Th BASES

10 cm Th BASES

10 cm Th BASES

D 45 - 55 - 65 cm
W 50 - 60 - 70 - 80 - 90 - 100 120
140 - 150 - 160 - 180 - 200 - 210
240 - 300 cm

D 65 cm
W 50 - 60 - 70 - 80 - 90 - 100
120 - 140 - 150 - 160 - 180
200 - 210 - 240 cm

D 55 cm
W 50 - 60 - 70 - 80 - 90 - 100 - 120
140 - 150 - 160 - 180 - 200
210 - 240 cm

SHELVES
1.4 - 3 - 5 cm Th.
D 28 cm
W 30 - 40 - 50 - 60 - 70 - 80 - 90 - 100 - 120 - 140 - 150 - 160 - 180 - 200 - 210 - 240 cm

PEOPLE SPACERS
They cannot be used with hollow or upholstered wall panels
2.2 cm Th.
W made to measure from 30 to 240* cm
* for wider composition, spacers will be joined in correspondence of the junction between

the wall panels

ELETRIFICATION / LED lights
They are applied along the perimeter in the 1.2 cm empty space created between panel and wall. they
are equipped with a concealed transformer housed at the back of the panel. the switch can be controlled
from any residential switch or via the foot pedal provided.
We do not recommend using vertical lights on modules and solid wall panels with spacers.
DIMENSIONS
from 10 to 210 cm W

WRITING DESKS
DOMINO

Free-standing desk with wooden sides.

Free-standing desk with metal sides.

DIMENSIONS

DIMENSIONS

W from 90 to 210 cm | H 76 | D 45-55-65 cm

W from 90 to 210 cm | H 76 | D 45-55-65 cm

Desk with one wooden side and spacer resting
on stacked modules.

Desk with one metal side and spacer resting
on stacked modules.

DIMENSIONS

DIMENSIONS

W from 90 to 210 cm | H 76 | D 45-55-65 cm

W from 90 to 210 cm | H 76 | D 45-55-65 cm

Stacked on modules

With methacrylate spacers

with wall supports

DOMINO BENCH

DIMENSIONS
W from 90 to 210 cm | H 36 | D 45-55-65 cm
W from 90 to 210 cm | H 46 | D 45-55-65 cm

WRITING DESKS
ALA

W 120 cm
One front with
2 compartements

W 120 cm
Divided front with
2 compartements

W 180 cm
One front with
3 compartements

W 180 cm
Divided front with
3 compartements

DIMENSIONS
W 120 | H 10 | D 61 cm
W 180 | H 10 | D 61 cm

MODULI C
Made of wood particle board panels.

DIMENSIONS
H 30 - 40 cm
D from 45 to 65 cm (5 cm pace)
W 125 - 185 - 245 cm

with single tray

with pair of trays

